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Introduction

People often find themselves annoyed when their plans go awry. In order to attempt to alleviate
these issues, we have Frendr Bender (name subject to change). This app aims to make plans go
smoothly by aligning ETAs and creating easy to answer visible notifications.

Scenario: Recently joined user

Summary:
● Have just recently started using this application with friends
● Has great familiarity with social media
● Meets up with friends at least once a week

Goal: To gain a clear count of the amount of people going to an event by sending everyone a
notification and creating a tally.

Test Script

Hey! My name is Richard. Today I will be doing some analysis on my app, which is supposed to
help friends meet up on time. I appreciate you doing this for me, and I would like you to know that
there are no wrong answers to this activity. Do not feel pressured to do the “right” thing, and I
would find it immensely helpful if you could also annotate your thoughts as you go. Do not worry
about hurting my feelings– in fact, giving negative feedback would actually help me!

If you have any questions at all about what’s going on at any time, 100% please let me know. Is
there anything you would like to know before we start?



Okay, so before we start tell us a bit about your background, like, what are your hobbies?

Age?

What devices do you use the most?

Do you have any applications you particularly use often?

Cool!! Before we get started, the scenario is that you’re a user named Janet, who is 26 and gets
annoyed when people flake at the last second. She has just recently gotten started on this new
app with her friends in order to try to make plans go more smoothly. Janet’s goal today is to see
who can still make it to today’s meetup, which is happening in 2 hours.

So in short, your goal is to see which friends are still coming, after viewing your friend group and
starting a tally of who is coming.

Okay, so I’m gonna send you this link. Let me know if you have any issues opening it. After that, if
you can, please screenshare it with me. Before you tap anything, let me ask you some questions.
I encourage you to share any thoughts you may be having while navigating. Once again, please
do not hesitate to express anything you dislike about your experience.

Goal: To see which friends are still coming to the event

Tasks:

1. Looking at the group’s chat.

2. Attempting a tally to see who is going.

3. Confirming the tally process

4. Viewing the friends + map screen

SESSIONS OUTPUT



Executive Summary

The first round of usability testing was done on March 3rd and 4th, using Zoom and Discord.
There were 5 users total that were asked to participate in order to gain insights on how to
improve the app design. The results of this testing round will shape the next iteration of the
prototype, which will be the final revision of the mid fidelity prototype. This final mid fi prototype
will take into considerations learned from this usability testing.

Users generally found their way through the app easily, however the main issues were with task
2, with some issues being presented in Task 4:

- Task 2 errors primarily attributed to a lack of clarity on “Who’s going button”
- Task 4’s more intuitive option would be attribute the list to “Who’s going” or group

members

The records will explain in detail the insights that have been gathered.

Evaluation Tasks

Goal: To see which friends are still coming to the event

Tasks:

1. Looking at the group’s chat.

2. Attempting a tally to see who is going.

3. Confirming the tally process

4. Viewing the friends + map screen

Testing Records

Subject: Anny: Female, 27. Toronto, Ontario.
Time and location: March 5th, 9 PM (PST), Remote Test through Discord.
Commonly used apps: Discord, Snapchat, Instagram

● Expected to see where the event was held or a list after trapping a group
● Expected a more obvious way to add in users
● Believed that the confirmation that included the words “new bar” was too wordy and

confusing



● The two different sets of leaving messages seemed unnecessary
● Wants to see an ETA under the map
● Make it optional to turn on location, and if option exists, make it more obvious where it is
● Map didn’t seem to be interactive
● Wants to be able to press the number of members in order to bring up the list

Subject: David: Male, 27. Phoenix, AZ
Time and location: March 5th 11 PM (PST), Remote Test through Discord
Commonly used apps: YouTube, Netflix, Spotify, Discord

● Found it difficult to differentiate the CTAs due to tone of colors of components
● Would click members to bring up the list of people going
● Found the use of grayscale difficult to navigate as a whole, but especially so for page 2
● Was not obvious that the map was able to be interacted with right away
● Not exactly clear what “who’s going” is supposed to mean

Subject: Vicky: Female, 25. Toronto, Ontario.
Time and location: March 6th 11 AM (PST), Remote Test through Discord.
Commonly used apps: Discord, Twitter, Netflix

● Wants timestamps on system messages primarily, timestamps on other messages would
be nice as well

● Wants the ability to modify the details of the event
● Would like the ability to have the app send an auto notify tally at a point in time
● Ability to check a box that lets you skip the confirmation process in the future
● Rename “Who’s going” to make it more obvious what the CTA does
● Could place some profile pictures on the list of people to make it look nicer

Subject: Joe: Male, 28. Las Vegas, NV.
Time and location: March 6th 12 AM (PST), Remote Test through Discord.
Commonly used apps: Discord, Browsers, Native music app, Messenger apps

● Thought that members would be listed by clicking the 5 members
● Expects to find more details about the event by click the group name once again
● Would’ve liked the ability to make the progress bar minimize or go away
● Perhaps add the results of the poll as a system message
● Would’ve thought to press the who’s going button again to access list
● Obvious ability to turn off location would be nice

Subject: Jamie: Male, 27 Toronto, Ontario.



Time and location: March 6th 1 PM (PST), Remote Test through Discord.
Commonly used apps:

● Finds it unclear whether the leave button is for leaving the group or leaving to destination
● Add people who are going as a system message like those who decline
● Wants functionality to hold multiple events back to back under one grouping
● Have settings for the group available
● Include a button that indicates a maybe or unsure
● Integrate directions into the app

Overall Testing Results

Look at Group
Chat

Attempting a Tally Confirm Tally Check Attending
Friends

Anny ✅ ❌ ✅ ❌

David ✅ ❌ ✅ ✅

Vicky ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅

Joe ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅

Jamie ✅ ✅ ✅ ✅

Task Average 5/ 5 5/ 5 5/ 5 3/5

Overall Task Analyses

Overall Task Analysis : Look at Group Chat

● Users seemed to be able to complete the task well. However users expected to see more
features on the landing screen, and found some of the stylistic elements could use
improvement. Nothing too much changed here from round 1 of usability testing.

● Users did in general have less complaints about the aesthetics of the landing page and
were able to better identify the purpose of the page compared to round 1 testing.



● I believe that adding some kind of … icon to add additional features at a later time would
be a good improvement.

Overall Task Analysis : Attempt Tally

● This time around the users had more issues completing this task. One reason was the
lack of visual clarity due to a possible colorblindness, and thus found it difficult to
differentiate the “Who’s going” button as a CTA. Another was the lack of clarity on the
purpose of the CTA.

● I believe this section could be further improved by separating the list and tally functions
into the members area and “Who’s going” button. Additionally, that “Who’s going” button
could be relabeled for better clarity

● As for the visual clarity issue, user mentioned that the lack of color made it more difficult
for them to identify the buttons. However, I believe that creating more contrast between
elements may also help.

● I plan to resolve this by changing the tone and labeling of this element

Overall Task Analysis : Confirm Tally

● This task was the simplest for all users. All of them found both the confirmation screens as
they would expect. Nothing drastic changed between round 1 and round 2 here.

Overall Task Analysis : Check Friends

● Moving from round 1 to round 2, users experienced less issue completing this task.

● I believe making the buttons a darker tone greatly improved its visibility as a CTA.

● Additionally, the change to the progress bar being a percentage likely decreased the
likelihood that it would be interpreted as a CTA



● I believe there is still room for improvement by creating multiple pathways for the user to
reach this destination

Conclusion

Key Learnings

● Testers expected integration into Google maps, etc with an ETA or route picking
● Users expect to be able to find an invite button for their friends.
● Users want to be able to edit the group’s settings such as time or date of meeting, etc
● The “Who’s going” CTA could be clearer on what it does
● Users want the ability to turn off location tracking
● The list of attendees needs to be moved into a more intuitive location.
● Perhaps add more contrast between certain elements on a screen
● However, aside from those, feedback showed that the prototype was fairly effective at the

given task.

Next Steps

The learnings from this user testing will be once again thrown into a design prioritization
matrix in order to determine which changes need more work. Since the DPM looks relatively
smaller this time around, it seems that some of the suggestions from last testing that resurfaced
this testing might be acted upon in this revision. If the DPM shows that these would be efficient
uses of time, I would love to act upon these changes. After implementing the selected changes
into my final mid fidelity prototype, I plan to make a high fidelity prototype.


